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Eastlake Streetscape Conceptual Plan 
Community Open House #1 September 20, 2021 

Comments and Questions 

Traffic and Mobility 
York Avenue is a challenge. Traffic speeds are high, and the street does not connect to any destinations 
outside the neighborhood. How does the City plan to address speeding on York? 

York Street is envisioned as a neighborhood link, providing safe, comfortable multi-modal (vehicle, 
pedestrian, and bike) connection between the neighborhoods in and around Eastlake. The most recent traffic 
counts show an average of 1,800 daily vehicle trips between Lake Avenue and 128th Avenue, and 1,450 daily 
vehicle trips between Lake Avenue and 124th Avenue. The number of daily trips is not high and is consistent 
with a neighborhood street. 

However, speeding is an issue on York Street. North of Lake Avenue, 89 percent of drivers were travelling 
over the posted speed limit of 25 mph. 50 percent of drivers were travelling more than 5 mph above the 
speed limit in the same area of York Street. On York Street south of Lake Avenue, the situation is similar, with 
86 percent of drivers speeding, and 55 percent traveling more than 5 mph above the speed limit. Speeding is 
a key safety issue, as research shows for every additional 5 mph vehicles travel, the probability of a collision 
producing a fatality increases by fifteen percent. 

The City has identified multiple reasons for speeding on York Street, including wider than standard travel 
lanes and underutilized on street parking. These conditions create a visual and actual wide roadway with no 
friction to slow drivers. The design team will study multiple options for traffic calming along York Street, 
including reducing the width of travel lanes, adding protected bike lanes, street trees and other amenities.  
The York Street and Lake Avenue intersection will be studied for improving the crossing of York Street 
including possible traffic control and traffic calming strategies. 

The survey results identify parking as a key concern for local businesses. What businesses think they don’t 
have enough parking? 

Based on the survey information, we do not know exactly which businesses are concerned about parking. 
However, based on the survey response, we know business access and parking is a concern for business 
owners.  

Why is the crosswalk from the parking lot on 124th located in the middle of the block?  

The original design for the pedestrian crossing located it at the intersection of 124th Avenue and First Avenue. 
However, that location was determined to be unsafe due to limited visibility for vehicles travelling eastbound 
on 124th Avenue as they cross the railroad tracks, and the crossing was moved to the east.  

RTD N-Line 
Do you have any numbers on how the traffic has increased since the train station opened? 

The City has updated traffic information on average daily traffic volumes and speeds for traffic on York Street, 
First Street, and Lake Avenue. The most recent information was gathered in September 2021, and previous 
information is from 2019 before the N Line opened for revenue. All streets have low average daily traffic 
volumes; however, speeding is an issue on First Street and York Street.  

Comparing 2019 and 2021, there has been a five to eight percent increase in traffic volume. While this may 
seem like a significant increase, when considering the low volume of traffic on Lake Avenue and on First 
Street, the increase is five to ten vehicles per day.  
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Has there been any additional study about the impacts of the station? 

There have not been any additional studies performed about the impacts of the station since it opened in 
2020. However, residents have expressed concern about the noise impacts from train operations, particularly 
horns early in the morning. Thornton has raised the issue with RTD and is working with their N-Line 
management team to reduce unnecessary use of horns, and other noise impacts. For example, RTD has 
installed directional lower toned bells at the station and 124th Avenue crossing that only activate when a train 
is about to enter or leave the station.  The previous bells were non-directional and the bells at the station 
rang from the time the train entered the station until it left the station. 

What are RTD’s plans to continue the N-Line to the North? 

The long-term plan for the N-Line is for it to be completed  approximately five miles north to the North 
Thornton • Highway 7 Station. The City of Thornton does not know the timeline for the extension. Additional 
information can be found at https://www.rtd-denver.com/fastracks/n-line  

Other Issues 
The plaques at the neighborhood park at the north of First Street have faded and need to be replaced. 

While the park is not included in the Eastlake Streetscapes Conceptual Plan, this has been communicated to 
the  Parks, Recreation, and Community Programs Department. 

What are the plans for the Grain Elevator to the west of Eastlake? 

The City solicited proposals from developers for ideas on how to improve and develop the Grain Elevator. 
Development proposals were submitted in 2019 and have been delayed due to the COVID-19 pandemic and 
rising development costs. The City is reconsidering future plans for the buildings and plans to move forward 
in the next few months. The Grain Elevator is listed on the National Historic Register of Historic Places and is 
one of the gems of the city. Any development proposal will need to retain the historic character and features 
of the building. 

Eastlake loves it turkeys! They tend to congregate at 124th and need to be protected during construction 

We agree! We love the turkeys, and think they are part of the unique character of Eastlake. This Eastlake 
Streetscapes Conceptual Design study will guide future public and private infrastructure investments but 
does not include any immediate construction. However, when projects are identified, the City will include 
specific directions to contractors to ensure the turkeys are protected during construction. 

There is an increasing presence of transients in the neighborhood, and Thornton generally. Is the City 
considering anything to address the issue? 

This concern has been conveyed to the City’s Community Connections Group and the Homeless Outreach 
Team. Community Connections mainline is 720-977-5800 and the Homeless Outreach Team (HOT) can be 
reached on their HOTline at 720-977-5900.  The main email is Connections@ThorntonCO.gov. You can also 
visit www.gocot.net/HOT.  
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